
4th- June 6-9, 2022
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

What is the place value
of the underlined digit?

6,064,325 3,972,381

What is the place value
of the underlined digit?

3,039,024    1,453,897

What is the place value of
the underlined digit?

9,201,779 2,008,277

What is the place value of
the underlined digit?

7,916,004 2,448,901

Find the Sum.

9 8 3
+ 1 9 7

Find the Sum.

3,827 + 709

Find the Sum.

3 9 0
+ 9 1 2

Find the Sum.

2,837 + 3,990

Find the Difference.

3 1 3
- 1 5 4

Find the Difference.

3,873 – 1,966

Find the Difference.

9,0 5 2
- 7,3 9 1

Find the Difference.

4,149 - 358

Find the Product.
1 2
x 8

Find the Product.
2 5
x 3

Find the Product.
1 4
x 5

Find the Product.
3 6
x 7

Find the Quotient.

5)68

Find the Quotient.

4)50

Find the Quotient.

7)45

Find the Quotient.

3)31
Complete the pattern.
7 x 10 = 70
70 x 10 = _____
700 x 10 = 7,000
7,000 x 10 = ______
_____ x 10 = ______

Complete the pattern.
9 x 10 = 90
____ x 10 = 900
900 x 10 = 9,000
9,000 x 10 = ______
_____ x 10 =
______

Complete the pattern.
300,000 ÷ 30,000 = 10
30,000 ÷ 3,000 = 10
3,000 ÷_____ = 10
_____ ÷ 30 = 10
_____ ÷ 3 = _____

Complete the pattern.
500,000 ÷ ______ = 10
50,000 ÷ 5,000 = 10
______ ÷500 = 10
500 ÷ ______ = 10
50 ÷ ______ = 10

Round this number to the
nearest 1,000.

25,386

Round this number to
the nearest 100,000.

5,370,288

Round this number to the
nearest 10,000

7,298,341

Round this number to the
nearest 1,000,000.

6,289,002

Compare the numbers
using >, <, or =.

300,998____ 300,899

86,100 ____ 86,099

Compare the numbers
using >, <, or =.

3,003,267____3,003,26
7

77,392____67,993

Compare the numbers
using >, <, or =.

8,309,127____8,409,127

6,277,173____6,277,169

Compare the numbers
using >, <, or =.

3,000,003____3,000,030

123,776____223,646

Write this number in
standard form.

Write this number in
standard form.

3 thousands,
16 tens, 7 ones

Write this number in
standard form.

400,000+30,000+800+
20+5

Write this number in word
form.

7,258,630
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4th- June 13-16, 2022
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

What 3 digits are in the
units period?

4,083,817

What 3 digits are in the
thousands period?

9,827,273

What is the value of the
underlined digit?

9,201,779    2,008,277

What is the value of the
underlined digit?

7,916,004     2,448,901

Find the Product.
3 4
x 5

Find the Product.
2 7
x 7

Find the Product.
8 2
x 3

Find the Product.
9 6
x 4

Find the Quotient.

3)34

Find the Quotient.

9)83

Find the Quotient.

5)47

Find the Quotient.

8)65

Compare the numbers
using >, <, or =.

889,028____ 899,028

1,939,002____1,393,005

Order the numbers from
GREATEST to LEAST.

39,008; 39,801; 37, 999

Compare the numbers
using >, <, or =.

600,377____620,077

17,938____150,837

Order the numbers from
LEAST to GREATEST

3,482; 30,284; 300,382

Write this number in
standard form.

12 ten thousands, 8
thousands, 14

hundreds, 7 ones

Write this number in
expanded form.

4,408,730

Write this number in word
form.

284,028

Write this number in
expanded form.

719,927

Place each number on the number line. Use the number line to round the numbers to the nearest 1,000.
Monday: 39,477
Tuesday: 39,892
Wednesday: 39,189
Thursday: 39, 511

Find the Difference.

8 2 0
- 2 9 1

Find the Difference.

2, 9 3 5
- 1, 8 4 3

Find the Difference.

4 9, 0 0 5
- 7, 1 5 7

Find the Difference.

3 4, 9 0 2
-  1 8, 3 9 9

The school store sold 83,299
pencils the first week of school
and 92,185 pencils the second
week of school.  How many
pencils did they sell all
together?

Ms. Nickel has a jar of candy
on her desk.  Jessica thinks
there are 3,498 piece of candy
in the jar.  There are actually
4,182 pieces. What is the
difference between Jessica’s
guess and the actual number
of pieces of candy?

During the first semester of
school, Ms. Sander’s 4th grade
class has read a total of 1,298
books.   During the second
semester, the class will read an
additional 1,438 books.  How
many books will the class have
read in all?

Over the last three years,
Cameron has run a total of 1,383
miles.  She has set a goal to run
2,000 miles. How many more
miles will she need to run to
reach her goal?
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4th- June 20-23, 2022
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

What is the PLACE VALUE
of the underlined digit?

3,729,760    3,729,760

What is the VALUE of the
underlined digit?

3,729,760    3,729,760

What is the PLACE VALUE
of the underlined digit?

3,729,760 3,729,760

What is the VALUE of the
underlined digit?

3,729,760 3,729,760

Jessica has 1,368 baseball
cards, and Thomas has
1,633.  Who has more
baseball cards?

Order the numbers from
GREATEST to LEAST.

43,987; 34,997; 43,897

Last season, Jessica made
$1,449 mowing lawns in her
neighborhood.  Thomas also
mowed lawns, but he made
$1,393.  Who made more
money mowing lawns?

Compare the numbers
using >, <, or =.

432,784____342,874

3,009,992____3,900,992
Write this number in
standard form.

4,000,000+3,000+50+2

Write this number in
expanded form.

382,706

Write this number in word
form.

2,009,345

Write this number in
expanded form.

4,508,227

Round this number to the
nearest 100.

4,398,202

Round this number to the
nearest 1,000.

3,842,532

Round this number to the
nearest 10,000.

2,874,992

Round this number to the
nearest 100,000.

8,473,227

Find the Sum.
2 7, 2 7 6

+   9, 9 0 8

Find the Difference.
7, 8 1 6

- 4, 9 4 2

Find the Sum.
2 5, 7 5 5

+    9, 5 8 3

Find the Difference.
8 1, 0 0 7

-  2 6, 3 1 8

34,768 fans attended the
football game on Friday night.
28,455 fans attended the
baseball game.  How many fan
altogether attended both
games?

Create a story problem for the
problem 3,422 + 2,987
__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

34,768 fans attended the
football game on Friday night.
28,455 fans attended the
baseball game.  How many
more fans attended the
football game than the
baseball game?

Create a story problem for the
problem 3,422 - 2,987
__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

Solve 58 x 29 using an area
model.

Solve 821 x 54 using an area
model.

Use a strategy you have learned
to find the product.

8, 2 5 8
x 9

Use a strategy you have learned
to find the product.

4, 3 1 7
x 4

Use a strategy you have learned to
find the product.

8, 7 3 6
x 6

Use a strategy you have learned
to find the product.

3, 4 6 2
x 4

Use a strategy you have learned
to find the product.

7 3 5
x 2 9

Use a strategy you have learned
to find the product.

5 9 1
x 7 2
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4th- June 27-30, 2022
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

John makes $2,678 selling
pencils, Sandy makes
$2,786, and Josh makes
$3,871.  Who makes the
most? Who makes the
least?

Order the numbers from
GREATEST to LEAST.

287,901; 287,982; 287,099

This year, Ms. Disney’s
class collected 23,458 cans
for the food drive.  Ms.
Anderson’s class collected
32,139 cans. Which class
collected the most cans?

Compare the numbers
using >, <, or =.

3,498,003____3,498,030

7,289,100____7,289,099

Write this number in
standard form.

4 hundred-thousands, 13
thousands, 11 hundreds,

4 ones

Write this number in
expanded form.

7,080,267

Write this number in word
form.

45,920

Write this number in
expanded form.

287,002

Round this number to the
nearest 100.

3,817,453

Round this number to the
nearest 1,000.

9,372,282

Round this number to the
nearest 10,000.

4,719,429

Round this number to the
nearest 100,000.

3,817,773

Find the Sum.

1 4, 3 9 0
+3 1, 8 4 7

There are 4,389 dogwood
trees in the state park.  The
park workers are going to
plant 342 more trees.  How
many trees will there be
when they are done?

Find the Difference.

2 8, 0 0 7
-  2 4, 3 5 8

Cassie wrote a story with 945
words.  While she was
revising her work, she erased
138 words.  How many words
does her story now have?

Use a strategy you have
learned to find the product.

3 5 9
x 7 6

Use a strategy you have
learned to find the
product.

5, 6 9 4
x 5

Use a strategy you have
learned to find the product.

6 4 9
x 7 3

Use a strategy you have
learned to find the
product.

9, 4 9 7
x 8

Use a strategy you have
learned to find the product.

6, 5 9 8
x 6

Use a strategy you have
learned to find the
product.

8 5 3
x 4 3

Use a strategy you have
learned to find the product.

7, 5 4 2
x 6

Use a strategy you have
learned to find the
product.

8 5 2
x 4 8

Draw a picture that
represents 24 ÷ 6

Use the partial quotient
strategy to solve.

3)74

Use the partial quotient
strategy to solve.

5)673

Use the partial quotient
strategy to solve.

6)8,437
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4th- July 4-7, 2022
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Three friends collect
marbles.  Hailey has 764,
Tabby has 963, and Justin
has 743.  Who has the most
marbles? Who has the
least?

Order the numbers from
GREATEST to LEAST.

43,009; 42,900; 43,900

Jonathan made $546 last
month selling newspapers.
This month he made $874.
He then got an extra $200
because he sold the most
papers.  How much money
did he make in all?

Compare the numbers using
>, <, or =.

5,378,832____5,379,927

3,629,022____3,387,598

Write this number in
standard form.

7 millions, 14 hundred
thousands, 8 hundreds,

2 ones

Write this number in
expanded form.

3,801,440

Write this number in
standard form.

Three hundred thousand,
five thousand sixty-three

Write this number in
expanded form.

2,015,473

Round this number to the
nearest 100.

5,382,619

Round this number to the
nearest 1,000.

5,382,619

Round this number to the
nearest 10,000.

5,382,619

Round this number to the
nearest 100,000.

5,382,619

What is 7,539 increased by
3,200?

What is 37,493 decreased
by 8,500?

What is 67,593 increased by
10,430?

What is 16,407 decreased by
8,300?

Find the Product.

8 4 7
x 2 5

Find the Product.

9, 3 6 1
x 7

Find the Product.

4 8 2
x 9 3

Find the Product.

2, 7 4 5
x 6

The fourth graders are going
on a field trip to the Zoo.
There are 283 students in
the fourth grade.  If tickets
cost $26 each, how much
will the field trip cost?

Melissa and her mom are
going on a trip.  If they travel
238 a day for 13 days, how
many miles will they travel
all together?

Sandy is organizing her
bedroom.  She found 6 jars
filled with pennies.  If each
jar has 4,560 pennies, how
many pennies does Sandy
have in all?

Our school is having a student
assembly today.  There will be
1,398 students attending.
During the assembly our
principal is going to be passing
out 4 pieces of paper to each
student.  How many pieces of
paper will the principal pass out
at the assembly?

Use the traditional algorithm
to find the quotient.

3)137

Use the traditional algorithm
to find the quotient.

8)827

Use the traditional algorithm
to find the quotient.

9)3,482

Use the traditional algorithm
to find the quotient.

3)9,473
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4th- July 11-14, 2022

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Jessica has 23,450 stickers
in her sticker collection.  Her
sister has 20,993 stickers in
her collection.  Who has the
most stickers?

Order the numbers from
LEAST to GREATEST.

547,830; 535,389; 538,584

A large company made
$6,439,583 last year.  What
is the value of the 9 in
$6,439,583?

Compare the numbers using
>, <, or =.

33,405____38,204

1,385,904____1,384,593

Write this number in
standard form.

Write this number in
expanded form.

One million, three hundred
forty five thousand, eight

hundred twenty

Write this number in
standard form.

4,000,000+300,000+10,000
+500+30+7

Write this number in
expanded form.

8,540,738

Round this number to the
nearest 100.

7,433,654

Round this number to the
nearest 1,000.

7,433,654

Round this number to the
nearest 10,000.

7,433,654

Round this number to the
nearest 100,000.

7,433,654
There are 365,493 blue
pens in the pen warehouse,
and 549,384 black pens.
How many pens are there in
all?

There are 365,493 blue
pens in the pen warehouse,
and 549,384 black pens.
How many more black pens
are there than blue pens?

A farmer used 5,438 liters of
water on her crops this
week, and 3,487 liters last
week.  How many liters did
she use altogether?

On an ant hill there are
33,438 ants on the inside,
and 27,493 ants on the
outside.  How many more
ants are on the inside than
the outside?

Find the Product.

4 8 7
x 2 5

Find the Product.

3, 9 6 1
x 7

Find the Product.

8 4 2
x 9 3

Find the Product.

7, 2 4 5
x 6

Find the Quotient.

7)2,578

Find the Quotient.

4)5,389

Find the Quotient.

6)8,427

Find the Quotient.

5)9,374

An alarm salesman sold 28
alarm systems.  Each alarm
system cost $234.  How
much money did he make?

A furniture store received an
order for 3,456 chairs.  They
can fit 9 chairs in a large
shipping box.  How many
shipping boxes will they
need to ship all of the
chairs?

There are 178 boxes of
cookies.  In each box, there
are 32 cookies.  How many
cookies are there
altogether?

Melissa is having a party.
She has $126 to spend on
ice cream. Each container of
ice cream costs $6.  How
many containers of ice
cream will she be able to
purchase?

Kate is going to purchase a
coat for $38, pants for $45,
and 2 pairs of shoes for $34
each.  If she has $180 to
spend, how much will she
have left over after she buys
everything she wants?

Samuel rides his bike 14
blocks from his house to get
to the bus stop.  Then he
takes the bus another 34
blocks to get to work.  At the
end of the day, he travels
back home the same way.
How many blocks does he
travel each day?

Jorge saved up $134 each
month for 3 months.  He
then purchased an XBOX
360 for $250.  How much
money does Jorge now
have?

Ann purchased 6 packs of
red pens, 10 packs of blue
pens, and 8 packs of black
pens.  If there are 15 pens in
each pack, how many pens
did Ann purchase
altogether?
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4th- July 18-21, 2022

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

What is the VALUE of the
underlined digit?

8,098,375 8,098,375

Write 2,000,947 in each
form.

Word:

Expanded:

Round 543,829 to the
nearest…
100:
1,000:
10,000:

Compare the numbers using
>, <, or =.

1,309,754____1,093,888

984,764 ____1,232,430

Find the Difference.
23,841 – 7,983

Find the Sum.
82,694 + 3,899

Find the Difference.
28,547 – 8,759

Find the Sum.
213,857 + 43,762

Find the quotient.
4,387 ÷ 6

Find the product.
447 x 63

Find the quotient.
8,275 ÷ 8

Find the product.
7,549 x 8

Nicholas has saved up
$6,482 from his last 7
birthdays.  If he gets the
same amount every year for
his birthday, how much
money does Nicholas get on
one birthday?

Ms. Sharp baked 21 trays
of cookies with 35 cookies
on each tray.  If she needs
to bake 840 cookies, how
many more trays will she
need to make?

There are 35 rows in the
stadium with 896 seats in
each row.  How many seats
are there altogether in the
stadium?

Mr. Rogers makes $35,876
a year.  His yearly living
expenses are $26,988.  How
much money does Mr.
Rodgers have after he pays
his living expenses?

Complete the pattern.
67, 57, 47, 37, ___, ___

Find the factors of 45. Create a pattern with the rule
n x 2 + 1

1 2 3 4 10

Find the least common
multiple of 3 and 4.

Jonathan went to Publix with
his mom.  They bought 1/8
pound of almonds, 2/8 pound of
cashews, and 5/8 pound of
walnuts.  How many pounds of
nuts did Jonathan and his
mother purchase?

Ms. Rivera has a pack of
pencils.  2/10 of the pencils
are red, 4/10 are blue, and the
rest are green.  What fraction
of the pencils are green?

Mary’s house is ¾ of a mile
from Kerry’s house. Kerry’s
house is ¼ of a mile from
Gina’s house.  How far is it from
Mary’s house to Gina’s house?

Dan drank 3/7 of his water
bottle before lunch and 3/7 of
his water bottle after lunch.
How much water is left?

What is ½ of 8? Draw a picture to answer.
What is 1/4 of 12?

½ of 6 is ____

6 x ½ = ____

Solve.

4  x =

5  x =
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4th- July 25-28, 2022

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

What is the VALUE of the
underlined digit?

3,428,085   3,428,085

Write 1,784,000 in each
form.
Word:

Expanded:

Round 4,383,918 to the
nearest…
100:
1,000:
10,000:

Compare the numbers
using >, <, or =.

7,539,928 ____7,359,999
338,840 ____284,499

Find the Difference.
48,007 – 9,758

Find the Sum.
23,848 + 54,999

Find the Difference.
30,280 – 3,895

Find the Sum.
198,483+ 88,985

Find the quotient.
5,487 ÷ 7

Find the product.
845 x 58

Find the quotient.
2,593 ÷ 4

Find the product.
9,488 x 6

Every year Marla’s family
takes a vacation to the Blue
Ridge Mountains.  On her
vacation she collects
acorns.  If she collects 1,378
acorns each year for 7
years, how many acorns will
she have?

Andrea is having a
snowball fight.  She made 6
piles of snowballs with 36
in each pile.  How many
more piles of snowballs will
she need to make to have
360 snowballs total?

Each classroom has 6 rows
of 5 desks.  How many
desks are there in 45
classrooms?

Over the last 8 years, Mr.
Rodriguez has collected
4,376 baseball cards.  If he
collected the same number
of cards each year, how
many did he collect in 1
year?

Complete the pattern.
17, 15, 13, 11, ___, ___

Find the factors of 21. Create a pattern with the rule
a x 7

1 2 3 4 10

Find the least common
multiple of 5 and 3.

Are the two problems below
equivalent?

3  x

What multiplication problem is

being modeled?

Solve.

x 2 =

6  x =

Solve.

7  x =

x 3 =

What multiplication problem
does this model represent?

Write 4 x 3/4 as a repeated
addition problem.

Solve.

6  x =

3  x =

Solve.

4  x =

5  x =
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4th- August 1-4, 2022

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

What is the VALUE of the
underlined digit?

3,428,085 3,428,085

Write 1,604,000 in each
form.
Word:

Expanded:

Round 360,918 to the
nearest…
100:
1,000:
10,000:

Compare the numbers
using >, <, or =.

7,539,908 ____7,359,909
8,840 ____84,499

Find the Difference.
48,017 – 9,008

Find the Sum.
19,848 + 50,789

Find the Difference.
30,280 – 3,005

Find the Sum.
198,793+ 108,985

Find the quotient.
5,487 ÷ 6

Find the product.
845 x 71

Find the quotient.
2,593 ÷ 5

Find the product.
9,488 x 8

Every year Marla’s family
takes a vacation to the Blue
Ridge Mountains.  On her
vacation she collects
acorns.  If she collects 9,078
acorns each year for 4
years, how many acorns will
she have?

Andrea is having a
snowball fight.  She made 6
piles of snowballs with 36
in each pile.  How many
more piles of snowballs will
she need to make to have
360 snowballs total?

Each classroom has 6 rows
of 5 desks.  How many
desks are there in 45
classrooms?

Over the last 8 years, Mr.
Rodriguez has collected
4,376 baseball cards.  If he
collected the same number
of cards each year, how
many did he collect in 1
year?

Complete the pattern.
17, 15, 13, 11, ___, ___

Find the factors of 21. Create a pattern with the rule
a x 7

1 2 3 4 10

Find the least common
multiple of 5 and 3.

Are the two problems below
equivalent?

3  x

What multiplication problem is

being modeled?

Solve.

x 2 =

6  x =

Solve.

7  x =

x 3 =

What multiplication problem
does this model represent?

Write 4 x 3/4 as a repeated
addition problem.

Solve.

6  x =

3  x =

Solve.

4  x =

5  x =
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